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About This Game

Wally is just months away from graduating high school when he comes home to discover that his parents have passed away in a
car crash. Although they left the house to him, he finds himself very lonely by himself and wishing for someone to live with
him. While cleaning his parents' closet, he finds a magic rose, accidentally releasing a dark fairy named Desdemona who was

imprisoned centuries ago for attempting to kill the daughter of a king and queen. Wally must get used the new addition to the his
household (who insists on staying) and introduce her to the time period she finds herself in. He also has to deal with

Desdemona's constant flirting which flusters him to no end.

Features:

• Multiple endings (both good and bad)
• First impression matters (affects dialogue throughout the story)

• Two heroines
• Visible protagonist

• 15 CGs
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English:

This is a sweeeeet Game^^

But if u wanna see naked women, this Game ISNT for u.

Mostly i play games with uncensored patches, but this dont need one,its funny,the story is ok and the characters are adorable.
The game gives a f..... of gender rolls and thats nice too. Ive played 2 hours 40 and achieved both endings. And 6 to 7 bucks are
not too much, for this good VN. The only negative thing is that u dont have much choices.

Brew a coffee and have almost 3 hours of fun^^

PS: The Menu Sound and the Gametheme are very good

Deutsch:

Als erstes vorneweg: Wer nach einem Spiel sucht wo man m\u00f6glichst explizite Sexszenen sieht, kauft das Spiel NICHT.

Ich habe meine Steam Bibliothek voll mit VNs zu denen es Uncut Patches gibt, dieses Spiel hat keinen und braucht auch
keinen,es unterh\u00e4lt auch ohne Sexszenen gut.

Die Geschichte ist ok, teilweise auch witzig und die Charakteren wissen auch zu gefallen. Mit meinem 3er
englisch(Hauptschule,Realschule,Fachgymnasium) konnte ich alles verstehen. Mir pers\u00f6nlich sind auch keine groben
\u00dcbersetzungsfehler aufgefallen.

 Gibt nat\u00fcrlich einen negativ Punkt und der ist dass man nicht SO viel Multiple Antwortm\u00f6glichkeiten hat(nicht oft
im Spiel, aber wenn dann immer 4) die teilweise auch witzig sind( Einfach mal eine Schwarze Fee schlagen,die Feuerb\u00e4lle
werfen kann,was soll schon schlimmes passieren?^^

Desweiteren ist auch positiv, dass das Spiel keine Geschlechterrollen kennt bzw. sie eher etwas mischt.

Habe laut Steam 2.4 Stunden gespielt und habe einmal das b\u00f6se sowie gleich danach das gute Ende gemacht. Ich finde die
6,39\u20ac bzw. 7,99\u20ac sind gut investiert gewesen.

Fazit: Kaffee aufs\u00e4tzen und fast 3 Stunden eine nette Geschichte erleben^^

PS: Die Men\u00fcmelodie und der das opening sind hier wirklich sehr gut gelungen,k\u00f6nnte man sich auch fast mal
einfach so anh\u00f6ren^^. Its a fun read. I have 100 percent content completed in the game and i have 4.8 hours into it.
Characters are relateable and the dialouge is interesting. Maybe a rerelease with updated visuals would be great. Its got that
"devientart" vibe to it if you have ever looked at sonic fan art or generic anime character on devientart. There is some Eye
Candy, but its very low for this kind of thing. Plot is worth a read and figuring out the different scenarios is enjoyable too.. So...
the basis of this game is the the story of "Sleeping Beauty" was a little embellished. Rose was only unconscious for a few hours.
However, this leads to the dark fairy who cursed her to be captured in a rose. Hundreds of years later, Rose's descendant
accidentally releases said dark fairy, named Desdemona, and she... takes a liking to him.

The stories (at least the good endings) are sweet actually, and there is a bit of backstory that can help to explain the emnity
between the royal family and Desdemona.

Good read, and I would recommend.. I'm not entirely certain why there should be an age warning on this one, apart from the
fact that it touches upon some mature themes including but not limited to, of all things, genocide.

The story is often amusing and contains some interesting discussion points - I found it surprisingly mature and (perhaps
misleadingly!) pure-hearted. The art is pleasing, as is the soundtrack. The characters are generally likeable, although one of
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them is a tad immature (by design). It reads well, is highly enjoyable - happily it's not much like the fairy tale - and from time to
time I swear someone must have been cutting up onions nearby... Most importantly, it was written with heart.

It gets 1.5 thumbs from me. Well done guys - keep it up!

Hooray for me - I can add spoiler notes now!. Fantastic visual novel, with a lot of choices that even matter.

Nice artwork and storyline (and characters, by the way).

Well, the sexual content tag can be misleading, because its not really explicit sex scenes, but more of a romance\/dating story.

Not too complicated and fun to read through.. I completely loved the game. Very enjoyable, great writing and a bit frustrating
because of the multiple endings, you need to play again and again to get the story right. Very well done. I look forward to your
future works! Bug tip: when allowing the user to SKIP, pause back to the relevant question, not the response.
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Sweet story, no sex scene and no need for this in this sweet, simple VN. Just a mature story of forgiveness, and true love. And
for one time the boy is smallest, younger and more fragile than the girl. Adds the simplicity of the background and character
design and you have an unique VN stand out from the crowd. Very great, very good!. me love dis game, iz my first visual novel
anime thing, me very much enjoy it, keep up good work dev and team, iz very unique to me, me hope dis thing finds it helpful,
me would like 2 but me doesnt know, thankys rhino peoples for making dis game ;3. This is a good romance story talking about
something that is rarely ever conceived possible. Or taboo if you live in the sexually oppressed U.S. A romance story about a tall
girl and a short guy. I commend the devs for taking on this perspective because people need to know about this and keep an
open mind about it. Don't worry, the couple is of legal age which is 18(for the boy) and an older woman(fairy). The writing
could have been a little better but it's detailed enough to keep you interested in the story without leaving you confused. Although
it does "time jump" (going from one event to the other without a transition.) between events sometimes leaving you a bit
disoriented. But the story keeps it together somehow.
Besides the transition slip ups, the story is pretty solid, The plot is followable and the chracters are likable. The characters seem
to have open minds in the story and that's what I like. No discrimination. I think the point of this story is when it comes to love,
size dosen't matter. That it what I applaud this VN for being, Open minded and non-biased.

Overall, I think this is a great VN even though the writing can be improved a bit. it's good enough to keep me reading until the
end(s).
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